New Materials in the Ozark Regional Library System

If you don’t see it at your local branch, ask your librarian to order it for you (or you can go to our online catalogue and place a hold on the item yourself). Remember, a library card is free!

Fiction

- Baker, Chandler. *Cutting Teeth*
- Brunstetter, Wanda E. *The Healing Quilt*
- Christopher, Adam. *Stranger Things: Darkness on the Edge of Town*
- Coble, Colleen. *Fragile Designs*
- Cranor, Eli. *Ozark Dogs*
- Djanikian, Ariel. *The Prospectors*
- Fawcett, Heather. *Emily Wilde’s Map of the Otherlands*
- Fisher, Suzanne Woods. *The Imposter*
- Graff, Andrew J. *True North*
- Hakes, Jasmin ‘Iolani. *Hula*
- Harkaway, Nick. *Titanium Noir*
- Herron, Mick. *The Secret Hours*
- Lee, Fonda. *Untethered Sky*
- McCarten, Anthony. *Going Zero*
- Steel, Danielle. *Upside Down*
- Thompson, Alicia. *With Love, from Cold World*
- Woodsmall, Cindy. *A Love Undone*

Non-Fiction

- Brookshire, Bethany. *Pests: How Humans Create Animal Villains*
- Evangelista, Patricia. *Some People Need Killing: A Memoir of Murder in My Country*
- Heinrichs, Christine. *How to Raise Chickens*
- Isaacson, Walter. *Elon Musk*
- Sestric, Anthony J. *57 Years: A History of the Freedom Suits in the Missouri Courts*
- St. Clair, Edgar J. *Meditations Along the Taum Sauk Trail*
- Vaillant, John. *Fire Weather: A True Story From a Hotter World*
- Ward, Nathan. *Son of the Old West: The Odyssey of Charlie Siringo: Cowboy, Detective, Writer of the Wild Frontier*
YA Fiction/Non-fiction

- Avachat, Arushi. *Arya Khanna's Bollywood Moment*
- Stone, Leia. *House of Ash and Shadow*

J Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Bowman, R. V. *Hook’s Daughter*
- Johnson, Kristin F. *Fearless*
- O’Neill, K. *The Tea Dragon Society*
- Prokhasko, Taras; illustrated by Marjana Prokhasko. *Who Will Make the Snow?*

Picture Books

- Foreman, Michael. *Little Mo and the Great Snow Monster*
- Foxe, Steve; illustrated by Erica S. Perl. *LEGO City: Meet the Astronaut*
- Johnson, Dinah; illustrated by Jerry Jordan. *Ida B. Wells Marches for the Vote*
- Liu, Linda. *Hidden Gem*
- Reynolds, Jason; illustrated by Jerome Pumphrey & Jarrett Pumphrey. *There Was a Party for Langston: King O’ Letters*
- Savage, Chloe. *The Search for the Giant Arctic Jellyfish: What Magic Lies Beneath*
- Scott, Jordan; illustrated by Diana Sudyka. *Angela’s Glacier*
- Stephens, Elle; illustrated by Dave Aikins. *On the Job*
- Strauss, Linda Leopold; illustrated by Tim Smart. *Everybody’s Book: The Story of the Sarajevo Haggadah*
- Tarantina, Kris; illustrated by Cori Doerrfeld. *Be My Valenslime*
- Thompson, Alexandra. *I Am a Masterpiece*

Large Print

- Dobson, Melanie. *The Wings of Poppy Pendleton*
- Goddard, Elizabeth. *Shadows at Dusk*
- Krentz, Jayne Ann. *The Night Island*
- Land, Stephanie. *Class: A Memoir of Motherhood, Hunger, and Higher Education*
- Lloyd, Catherine. *Miss Morton and the English House Party Murder*
- Neagley, Marilyn Webb. *Attic of Dreams*
- Thompson, Victoria. *City of Betrayal*